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Lost Cities of China, Central Asia, and India
From Graham Hancock, bestselling author of Fingerprints of the Gods, comes a
mesmerizing book that takes us on a captivating underwater voyage to find the
ruins of a lost civilization that’s been hidden for thousands of years beneath the
world’s oceans. While Graham Hancock is no stranger to stirring up heated
controversy among scientific experts, his books and television documentaries have
intrigued millions of people around the world and influenced many to rethink their
views about the origins of human civilization. Now he returns with an explosive
new work of archaeological detection. In Underworld, Hancock continues his
remarkable quest underwater, where, according to almost a thousand ancient
myths from every part of the globe, the ruins of a lost civilization, obliterated in a
universal flood, are to be found. Guided by cutting-edge science and the latest
archaeological scholarship, Hancock begins his mission to discover the truth about
these myths and examines the mystery at the end of the last Ice Age. As the
glaciers melted between 17,000 and 7,000 years ago, sea levels rose and more
than 15 million square miles of habitable land were submerged underwater,
resulting in a radical change to the Earth’s shape and the conditions in which
people could live. Using the latest computer techniques to map the world’s
changing coastlines, Hancock finds astonishing correspondences with the ancient
flood myths. Filled with thrilling accounts of his own participation in dives off the
coast of Japan, as well as in the Mediterranean, the Atlantic, and the Arabian Sea,
we watch as Hancock discovers underwater ruins exactly where the myths say
they should be—sunken kingdoms that archaeologists never thought existed. Fans
of Hancock’s previous adventures will find themselves immersed in Underworld, a
provocative book that provides both compelling hard evidence for a fascinating,
forgotten episode in human history and a completely new explanation for the
origins of civilization as we know it. From the Hardcover edition.
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Majorana Case, The: Letters, Documents, Testimonies
Was there once a continent in the Pacific? Called Lemuria or Pacifica by geologists,
and Mu or Pan by the mystics, there is now ample mythological, geological and
archaeological evidence to "prove" that an advanced, and ancient civilization once
lived in the central Pacific. Maverick archaeologist and explorer David Hatcher
Childress combs the Indian Ocean, Australia and the Pacific in search of the
astonishing truth about mankind's past.

Analysis of Uranium Supply to 2050
Could the story of mankind be far older than we have previously believed? Using
tools as varied as archaeo-astronomy, geology, and computer analysis of ancient
myths, Graham Hancock presents a compelling case to suggest that it is. “A fancy
piece of historical sleuthing . . . intriguing and entertaining and sturdy enough to
give a long pause for thought.”—Kirkus Reviews In Fingerprints of the Gods,
Hancock embarks on a worldwide quest to put together all the pieces of the vast
and fascinating jigsaw of mankind’s hidden past. In ancient monuments as far
apart as Egypt’s Great Sphinx, the strange Andean ruins of Tihuanaco, and
Mexico’s awe-inspiring Temples of the Sun and Moon, he reveals not only the clear
fingerprints of an as-yet-unidentified civilization of remote antiquity, but also
startling evidence of its vast sophistication, technological advancement, and
evolved scientific knowledge. A record-breaking number one bestseller in Britain,
Fingerprints of the Gods contains the makings of an intellectual revolution, a
dramatic and irreversible change in the way that we understand our past—and so
our future. And Fingerprints of God tells us something more. As we recover the
truth about prehistory, and discover the real meaning of ancient myths and
monuments, it becomes apparent that a warning has been handed down to us, a
warning of terrible cataclysm that afflicts the Earth in great cycles at irregular
intervals of time—a cataclysm that may be about to recur. “Readers will hugely
enjoy their quest in these pages of inspired storytelling.”—The Times (UK)

Viaje a Kiribati
In May 2014, Pope Francis revealed that, if Martians wanted to be baptized, he
would welcome aliens to the Church. Vatican astronomer Guy Consolmagno and
science historian Father Paul Mueller agree! Would You Baptize an Extraterrestrial?
sheds provocative light on some of the strange places where religion and science
meet. So, could you really baptize an extraterrestrial? And exactly how do you
reconcile the scientific version of The Big Bang with the Genesis account of
creation? Is there really life after death, and will the universe eventually die? What
then? Does the Vatican know something regular people don't about an imminent
end of the world? Why isn't Pluto a planet, and what did the Vatican have to do
with that decision? Was the Star of Bethlehem just a pious religious story or an
actual description of astronomical events? What really happened with the Church
and Galileo? These questions and more will be explored in a book that will certainly
shock and delight readers who love science and spirituality alike.

La Vita Sul Pianeta Marte
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This publication describes ozone depletion, the measures taken to combat it, the
impact and the future of the ozone regime. International agreements involving 175
governments at present, have succeded in curbing the consumption of ozonedepleteing chemicals. Scientists predict that the ozone layer will start to recover
within the coming decade with full recovery by the middle of the century.

Fingerprints of the Gods
The Morning of the Magicians
The VETOMAC-X Conference covered a holistic plethora of relevant topics in
vibration and engineering technology including condition monitoring, machinery
and structural dynamics, rotor dynamics, experimental techniques, finite element
model updating, industrial case studies, vibration control and energy harvesting,
and signal processing. These proceedings contain not only all of the nearly onehundred peer-reviewed presentations from authors representing more than twenty
countries, but also include six invited lectures from renowned experts: Professor K.
Gupta, Mr W. Hahn, Professor A.W. Lees, Professor John Mottershead, Professor J.S.
Rao, and Dr P. Russhard. This work is of interest to researchers and practitioners
alike, and is an essential book for most of libraries of higher academic institutes.

Conservation of Wall Paintings
This book is the first comprehensive account of the International Labour
Organization’s 100-year history. At its heart is the concept of global social policy,
which encompasses not only social policy in its national and international
dimensions, but also development policy, world trade, international migration and
human rights. The book focuses on the ILO’s roles as a key player in debates on
poverty, social justice, wealth distribution and social mobility subjects and as a
global forum for addressing these issues. The study puts in perspective the
manifold ways in which the ILO has helped structure these debates and has made –
through its standard-setting, technical cooperation and myriad other activities –
practical contributions to the world of work and to global social policy.

Reverse Engineering Vedic Vimanas
This is the first English translation of the original work "Galleons Con Tesoros" by
Claudio Bonifacio. This landmark publication is the result of many years of research
in Spanish Archives throughout the world dealing with the vessels of the Spanish
Empire, where they wrecked and what they carried at the time of their destruction.
It is an incredible collection of first-person narratives pulled directly from the
records of the time. This is an astounding book that you won't be able to put down!
Contains more than eleven hundred archive citations of wrecks, more than 70
illustrations including the fabled drawings of "Treasure Island," and actual
translated extracts from original documents dealing with the Maravillas, the San
Jose, and the Mercedes of recent fame, to name just a few. A great reference work
for academics and laymen alike!
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Galleons and Sunken Treasure
The Years of Alienation in Italy offers an interdisciplinary overview of the sociopolitical, psychological, philosophical, and cultural meanings that the notion of
alienation took on in Italy between the 1960s and the 1970s. It addresses
alienation as a social condition of estrangement caused by the capitalist system, a
pathological state of the mind and an ontological condition of subjectivity.
Contributors to the edited volume explore the pervasive influence this multifarious
concept had on literature, cinema, architecture, and photography in Italy. The
collection also theoretically reassesses the notion of alienation from a novel
perspective, employing Italy as a paradigmatic case study in its pioneering role in
the revolution of mental health care and factory work during these two decades.

Action on Ozone
2000 a. C.: distruzione atomica
The Incredible Life of George Hunt Williamson
The study emphasizes the Indian land and its people in the context of the human
race. aspects of economic history, legal institutional history and allied areas of
historical writing constitute the background to this book.

Vimana Aircraft of Ancient India & Atlantis
Vibration Engineering and Technology of Machinery
This is a translated version (from Italian) on Ettore Majorana, one of the brightest
Italian theoretical physicists of the 20th century who disappeared mysteriously in
1938. He was part of Enrico Fermi's scientific team in the 1930s.

Italian Studies in the Philosophy of Science
This book treats several subjects from the History of Mechanism and Machine
Science, and also contains an illustrative presentation of the Museum of Engines
and Mechanisms of the University of Palermo, Italy, which houses a collection of
various pieces of machinery from the last 150 years. The various sections deal with
some eminent scientists of the past, with the history of industrial installations,
machinery and transport, with the human inventiveness for mechanical and
scientific devices, and with robots and human-driven automata. All chapters have
been written by experts in their fields. The volume shows a wide-ranging panorama
on the historical progress of scientific and technical knowledge in the past
centuries. It will stimulate new research and ideas for those involved in the history
of Science and Technology.

Lost Knowledge
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This report contains the first International Atomic Energy Agency projection of
uranium supply and demand to 2050 and provides an understanding of how some
alternative uranium supply scenarios could evolve over the period. The analysis is
based on the current knowledge of uranium resources and production facilities,
and takes into account the premise that they can operate with minimal
environmental impact and employ the best practices in planning, operations,
decommissioning and closure.

Mohenjo-Daro and the Indus Civilization
Political Campaign Communication
This complete reference guide to Florida evidence travels easily to the courtroom
or classroom. NITA's handy guide, compiled by Teresa McGarry and Lisa Hirsch,
with David Sonenshein and Anthony Bocchino, enables you to quickly reference
objections and responses during trial. Objections, followed by the accurate
responses, are listed alphabetically so that you can go right to the one you want.
The Florida Evidence Code is reproduced in its entirety in the last section of the
book. Gain insight from crucial practice tips and legal interpretations and access
the rules when you need them mostthis eBook is always at hand.

Underworld
Nel 1979 l'anglo-indiano William David Davenport, in collaborazione col giornalista
italiano Ettore Vincenti, realizzò questo libro che affrontava specificamente la
protostoria indo-ariana alla luce di quella che oggi è definita la "teoria degli Antichi
Astronauti". Frutto di indagini, ricerche e prospezioni in loco, esso avvalorava la
presenza di alta tecnologia di origine non terrestre nell'antica India, e addirittura la
distruzione della città di Mohenjo Daro nella Valle dell'Indo a seguito di un
bombardamento effettuato dai "vimana", i mitici "carri celesti" dei Deva, le divinità
indù assimilabili ad astronauti alieni. Una potente vampata termica confermata da
verifiche in situ avrebbe incenerito l'antica città con effetti simili - ma non identici a quelli di una esplosione nucleare.

2000 a. C. : distruzione atomica. La misteriosa scomparsa di
una città titanica della Valle dell'Indo
Did the ancients have the technology of flight? In this incredible volume on ancient
India, authentic Indian texts such as the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, are used
to prove that ancient aircraft were in use more than four thousand years ago.
Included in this book is the entire Fourth Century BC manuscript Vimaanika Shastra
by the ancient author Maharishi Bharadwaaja, translated into English by the
Mysore Sanskrit professor G.R. Josyer. Also included are chapters on Atlantean
technology, the incredible Rama Empire of India and the devastating wars that
destroyed it. Also an entire chapter on mercury vortex propulsion and mercury
gyros, the power source described in the ancient Indian texts. Not to be missed by
those interested in ancient civilizations or the UFO enigma. Tons of illustrations!
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Vimana
A highly original discussion of problems of philosophy of religion from the lndian
point of view. The exposition shows that the Christian theologian who will take the
trouble to study Indian religion seriously, and not merely “historically,” will find in
its teachings abundant extrinsic and probable proofs of the truth of Christian
doctrine; and may at the same time realize the essential unity of all religions.

Would You Baptize an Extraterrestrial?
Hinduism and Buddhism
This 3 Volume Set Presents An Official Account Of Archaeological Excavations At
Mohenjo-Daro Between The Year 1922-1927. Vol. I Has Text-Chapter1-19 Plates IXiv, Vol. Ii Has Text Chapters 20-32 Appendices And Index, Vol. Iii Has Plates Xv-Cl
X Iv. An Excellent Reference Tool.

2000 a.C.
Now in its sixth edition, Political Campaign Communication provides a realistic
understanding of the strategic and tactical communication choices candidates and
their staffs must make as they wage an election campaign. Trent and
Friedenberg's classic text has been updated throughout to reflect recent election
campaigns, including 2004 and 2006 as well as the early stages of 2008. A new
chapter focuses on the use of the Internet. Political Campaign Communication
continues to be a classroom favorite—a thoroughly researched, insightful, and
reader-friendly text.

2000 a.C.: distruzione atomica
Includes entries for maps and atlases.

The International Labour Organization
A translation of the essay ‘On Promethean Shame’ by Günther Anders with a
comprehensive introduction and analysis of his work.

Confessions of an Illuminati, Volume I
The impressive record of Italian philosophical research since the end of Fascism
thirty-two years ago is shown in many fields: esthetics, social and" personal ethics,
history and sociology of philosophy, and magnificently, perhaps above all, in logic,
foundations of mathematics and the philosophY, methodology, and intellectual
history ofthe empirical sciences. To our pleasure, Maria Luisa Dalla Chiara of the
University of Florence gladly agreed to assemble a 'sampler' of recent Italian
logical and analytical work on the philosophical foundations of mathematics and
physics, along with a number of historical studies of epistemological and
mathematical concepts. The twenty-five essays that form this volume will, we
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expect, encourage English-reading philosophers and scientists to seek further
works by these authors and by their teachers, colleagues, and students; and, we
hope, to look for those other Italian currents of thought in the philosophy of science
for which points of departure are not wholly analytic, and which also deserve study
and recognition in the world wide philosophical community. Of course, Italy has
long been related to that world community in scien titlc matters.

Genius
Lost Knowledge: The Concept of Vanished Technologies and Other Human Histories
investigates early texts that speak of sophisticated technologies millennia ago that
became obscured over time or were destroyed with the civilizations that had
created them.

Essays on the History of Mechanical Engineering
Explores new evidence of the presence of ancient astronaut gods as revealed in
the unusual artifacts and sites discovered on the remote Kiribati Islands of the
South Pacific

Lost Cities of Ancient Lemuria & the Pacific
Reveals Zecharia Sitchin's groundbreaking research into the code left behind by
the creators of humanity. • Explains how the Anunnaki were not merely the
mythical gods of the Sumerians, but rather the founders of human life on Earth. •
Using Biblical and ancient Sumerian sources, explains how to decode these
messages our star ancestors left behind. Daring to challenge our long-held beliefs
about the origins of man, Zecharia Sitchin suggests that humans are not the
children of God, but rather the children of the Anunnaki, an ancient race from the
planet Nibiru. His revolutionary theories are supported by his intense scrutiny of
not only ancient Sumerian texts but also stone structures all over the world. The
similarities and astrological significance of these formations suggests that rather
than looking for guidance from leaders here on Earth, humanity should instead
look to the sky for answers. The Earth Chronicles deal with the history and
prehistory of Earth and humankind. Each book in the series is based upon
information written on clay tablets by the ancient civilizations of the Near East. For
the first time, the entire Earth Chronicles series is now available in a hardcover
collector's edition.

Florida Evidence Code with Objections
Three of the most original thinkers of our time explore issues that call into question
our current views of reality, morality, and the nature of life. • A wide-ranging
investigation of the ecology of inner and outer space, the role of chaos theory in
the dynamics of human creation, and the rediscovery of traditional wisdom. In this
book of "trialogues," the late psychedelic visionary and shamanologist Terence
McKenna, acclaimed biologist and originator of the morphogenetic fields theory
Rupert Sheldrake, and mathematician and chaos theory scientist Ralph Abraham
explore the relationships between chaos and creativity and their connection to
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cosmic consciousness. Their observations call into question our current views of
reality, morality, and the nature of life in the universe. The authors challenge the
reader to the deepest levels of thought with wide-ranging investigations of the
ecology of inner and outer space, the role of chaos in the dynamics of human
creation, and the resacralization of the world. Among the provocative questions the
authors raise are: Is Armageddon a self-fulfilling prophecy? Are we humans the
imaginers or the imagined? Are the eternal laws of nature still evolving? What is
the connection between physical light and the light of consciousness? Part
ceremony, part old-fashioned intellectual discussion, these trialogues are an
invitation to a new understanding of what Jean Houston calls "the dreamscapes of
our everyday waking life."

Pathways to the Gods
The first comprehensive biography of a true pioneer, George Hunt Williamson. A
world premiere! Most of the information results from the perseverance, the passion
and the painstaking investigative efforts of researcher and author, Michel
Zirger.The reader will find a great many revelations, in particular about the first
“Close Encounter of the Third Kind” in modern times, at the end of which
photographs and plaster casts of alien footprints were made; the unexpected
connection between Williamson and the famous Italian Amicizia (“Friendship”)
case; and his mystical stay in the Andes. Williamson’s life is totally “revisited”
thanks to unpublished documents now in Michel Zirger's possession, which will end
errors and gossip that has been rehashed for decades.We owe Williamson for the
concept of “Ancient Aliens,” developed in seminal books such as Other
Tongues–Other Flesh, Secret Places of the Lion, Road in the Sky and Secret of the
Andes. Maurizio Martinelli’s erudition offers innovative insights on certain aspects
of George Hunt Williamson’s life, for instance, the affinities of his work with that of
Zecharia Sitchin.Martinelli is the Italian specialist of George Hunt Williamson. An
accurate researcher with a fair and balanced view, he forms the perfect tandem
with Michel Zirger to decipher the life and work of this enigmatic figure, whose
influence remains strong in the field of ufology and esotericism.

National Union Catalog
According to early Sanskrit texts the ancients had several types of airships called
vimanas. Like aircraft of today, vimanas were used to fly through the air from city
to city; to conduct aerial surveys of uncharted lands; and as delivery vehicles for
awesome weapons. David Hatcher Childress, popular Lost Cities author and star of
the History Channel’s long-running show Ancient Aliens, takes us on an astounding
investigation into tales of ancient flying machines. In his new book, packed with
photos and diagrams, he consults ancient texts and modern stories and presents
astonishing evidence that aircraft, similar to the ones we use today, were used
thousands of years ago in India, Sumeria, China and other countries. This means
that these ancient civilizations had advanced metal technology, electricity and the
engineering knowledge of flight many thousands of years before our own era of
flight technology. Childress discusses ancient UFO sightings, the fascinating lore of
ancient flight and the technology allegedly used in the flying machines of the
ancients.
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Prometheanism
The groundbreaking and classic study that first popularized occultism, alchemy,
and paranormal phenomena in the 1960s • Provides profound insights into our
perceptions of reality, telepathy, mutants, and parallel universes • Reveals the
occult influences on the Nazis and introduces the alchemist Fulcanelli and the work
of Charles Fort and Gurdjieff • Over Half a Million Copies Sold This groundbreaking,
international bestseller, first published in 1960, couples profound insights into the
hidden history of humanity and our perceptions of reality with the scientific
evidence that supports the existence of paranormal activity, telepathy, and
extraterrestrial communications. The first book to explore in depth the Nazi
fascination with the occult, Pauwels and Bergier also broke new ground with their
study of pyramidology, alchemy and its close kinship with atomic energy, and the
possibility of a widespread mutation of humanity that would herald the dawn of a
new age for the earth. Their study of secret societies, starting with the
Rosicrucians, suggests that such changes are actively being pursued in the present
day by a “conspiracy” of the most spiritually and intellectually advanced members
of the human race. The Morning of the Magicians also explores the anomalous
events collected by Charles Fort, the work of Gurdjieff, and the history of the
mysterious Fulcanelli, who was widely believed to have manufactured the
philosopher’s stone--which provided the Nazis the motive for mounting an
intensive search for him during their occupation of Paris. Much more than a
collection of strange facts defying conventional wisdom, this book remains a
sophisticated philosophical exploration of repressed phenomena and hidden
histories that asks its readers to look at reality with ever “awakened eyes.”

India Through the Ages
In English for the first time, a guide to the true secret structure of the Illuminati
and their invisible network made of various power structures, author Leo Lyon
Zagami uses their internal documents and reveals confidential and top-secret
events. His book contends that the presence of numerous Illuminati brotherhoods
and secret societies—just as those inside the most prestigious U.S. universities
such as Yale or Harvard—have always been guides to the occult. From the Ordo
Templi Orientis (OTO)'s infiltration of Freemasonry to the real Priory of Sion, this
book exposes not only the hidden structure of the New World Order and the occult
practices but also their connections to the intelligence community and the
infamous Ur-Lodges.

The Years of Alienation in Italy
Reveals the course of archaeological adventures and insights that resulted in The
Earth Chronicles series • Explores links between the Old world and the New in
search of evidence of extraterrestrial gods in the artifacts and murals of ancient
civilizations • Reveals archaeological cover-ups concerning Olmec origins in Mexico
and ancient UFO artifacts in Turkey In this autobiographical book, the
internationally acclaimed author Zecharia Sitchin reveals the foundational research
and the adventurous expeditions that resulted in his writing the bestselling The
Earth Chronicles series. Ranging from Mayan temples in Mexico to hidden artifacts
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in Istanbul, Turkey, from biblical tunnels in Jerusalem to the mysteries of Mt. Sinai,
from the abode of a Sumerian goddess to Greek islands, the Expeditions’
destinations and amazing discoveries unmasked established fallacies, detected the
fate of mysterious artifacts, and revealed ancient connections to modern space
facilities. For the first time, Sitchin shares with the reader not only his
encompassing knowledge of antiquity and his field experiences, but also the
concrete evidence for his conclusions that ancient myths were recollections of
factual events, that the gods of ancient peoples were visitors to Earth from another
planet, and that we are not alone in our own solar system. Accompanied by
photographs from his personal archive, here is Sitchin’s own story and his inner
feelings about the cord that binds him to his ancestral past.

The Cosmic Code
E’ possibile che alcuni antichissimi testi indiani, scritti decine di secoli fa in lingua
sanscrita per celebrare le gesta degli Ariani, non siano pura e semplice tradizione
mitologica, come vuole la scienza ufficiale, ma la fedele testimonianza di grandi
avvenimenti realmente accaduti? E’ possibile che terri canti battaglie, descritte con
tale ricchezza di particolari, siano state realmente combattute con macchine
volanti e armi così micidiali che nulla hanno da invidiare a quelle più recenti, che si
avvalgono di sofisticatissime tecnologie moderne? Questi gli sconcertanti
interrogativi ai quali hanno cercato di rispondere Ettore Vincenti e David
Davenport. E per fare questo non hanno avuto altra alternativa: individuare con
precisione una località dove si svolse almeno una delle grandi battaglie, dallo
studio dei testi; quindi andare sul luogo a cercare le tracce che si riveleranno
straordinariamente ricche di dati ai più moderni metodi di indagine scientifica.
Dallo studio comparato degli originali testi sanscriti, Rig Veda, Mahabharata,
Ramayana, e decine di testi d’archeologia e soprattutto dopo aver reperito un
antichissimo manuale di “aeronautica”, sono riusciti a localizzare, nella Valle
dell’Indo, Mohenjo-Daro, la città distrutta improvvisamente 4000 anni fa da
un’esplosione così potente che i sopravvissuti non hanno neppure tentato la
ricostruzione. La catastrofe, che non può in alcun modo essere sbrigativamente
spiegata con cause naturali ha raso al suolo la città, carbonizzato molti dei suoi
abitanti, vetrificato mattoni e vasellame. Questi reperti, esaminati in laboratorio,
hanno dimostrato di essere stati oggetto di un’onda d’urto del calore di molte
migliaia di gradi centigradi per un tempo brevissimo. Secondo le nostre attuali
conoscenze sulla materia, l’unica forza in grado di produrre simili effetti è
un’esplosione di tipo nucleare. A distanza di 39 anni questo testo torna alle stampe
con gli aggiornamenti e nuovissimo materiale inedito frutto degli studi
dell’antropologo Enrico Baccarini, delle analisi dil Prof. Roberto Volterri e
un’introduzione del biblista Mauro Biglino. Nuovi campioni di roccia prelevati sul
posto sono stati analizzati minuziosamente mentre dagli archivi di Davenport sono
emersi nuove e incredibili documenti mai pubblicati prima. Una sconcertante verità
si cela tra le pagine di questo libro.

Chaos, Creativity, and Cosmic Consciousness
The book reveals unearthed discoveries explaining scientific and technical details
of vimana shasthra. For the first time in history 3D modelling of Vedic Vimanas are
done and their CFD analysis revealing the flying abilities of the Vedic space crafts.
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Greatest thing is that Famous former DRDO, ISRO Indian Scientists encouragement
for the works in the book, also a foreign former NASA scientist special chapter on
antigravity is in the book. The re- translations of the vimana shasthra shlokas
revealing advanced aerial wars, defence systems, along with eco-friendly
manufacturing, propulsion, space travel. A fantastic rendition of modern
technology, uncover the 3D printing, and 4D printing possibilities of Vimana 3D
models.

The Earth Chronicles Expeditions
New York Times Bestseller: This life story of the quirky physicist is “a thorough and
masterful portrait of one of the great minds of the century” (The New York Review
of Books). Raised in Depression-era Rockaway Beach, physicist Richard Feynman
was irreverent, eccentric, and childishly enthusiastic—a new kind of scientist in a
field that was in its infancy. His quick mastery of quantum mechanics earned him a
place at Los Alamos working on the Manhattan Project under J. Robert
Oppenheimer, where the giddy young man held his own among the nation’s
greatest minds. There, Feynman turned theory into practice, culminating in the
Trinity test, on July 16, 1945, when the Atomic Age was born. He was only twentyseven. And he was just getting started. In this sweeping biography, James Gleick
captures the forceful personality of a great man, integrating Feynman’s work and
life in a way that is accessible to laymen and fascinating for the scientists who
follow in his footsteps.
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